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FOREWORD

Nuclear medicine instruments are rather sophisticated. They are
difficult to maintain in good working condition, especially in developing
countries. Instrument maintenance problems are encountered in almost all
Technical Cooperation Projects of the International Atomic Energy Agency
in the field of nuclear medicine. Therefore, the Medical Applications
Section has engaged in several activities to improve maintenance and
efficiency of use of nuclear medicine instruments. The present document
describes one of them, a survey conducted in Southeast Asia on the use
and maintenance of nuclear medicine equipment. The survey was conducted
so as to obtain as quantitative an evaluation as possible of existing
problems. The results of this survey serve as a basis for remedial
actions on instrument maintenance now being carried out in Asia and the
Pacific, Latin America and Africa, to promote more effective use of
nuclear instruments.

The conduct and results of this survey have become possible due to
the close collaboration of the Chief Scientific Investigators of the
Coordinated Research Programme entitled "Investigation of Maintenance of
Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation" and Dr. B. Hoop, who was the Technical
Officer of this programme and prepared and guided the survey in all its
manifold details.

Thanks are also expressed to Mr. F.G. Mason for his invaluable help
in the data treatment.

Any suggestions and comments concerning this document and the work
related to it or requests for information on remedial actions now being
implemented should be addressed to:

Peter H. Vuister
IAEA
Division of Life Sciences
Medical Applications Section
P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
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USE AND MAINTENANCE OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE INSTRUMENTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Results of a survey conducted in 1977/78

I. INTRODUCTION

Maintenance of scientific, analytic and diagnostic instruments is
difficult in developing countries, for many reasons: lack of well
trained local professional and technical staff, lack of skill, severe
environmental conditions, absence of factory-based service engineers,
shortage of spare parts, administrative complications, financial problems
and others. Inadequate maintenance causes a waste of scarce human and
economic resources: the physician cannot make his diagnosis, research is
interrupted, instruments degrade, staff is underemployed and laboratories
are not optimally used.

In view of these difficulties and the widespread use of
sophisticated instruments in nuclear medicine, the Medical Applications
Section of the International Atomic Energy Agency introduced in 1975 a
new programme component entitled "Instrumentation Requirements for
Nuclear Medicine in Developing Countries". The U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration (subsequently Department of Energy) made
grants to the IAEA from 1975 through 1981 to assist this project.

An Advisory Group was convened by the IAEA in Vienna in December
1975 to evaluate the maintenance of nuclear medicine instruments in
developing countries. It could give only a qualitative description of the
situation and recommended that an unbiased survey be conducted to
determine more quantitatively the nature and extent of existing
difficulties ./. The results of such an investigation could guiae
concerned individuals in developing countries and in the IAEA in their
efforts to improve instrument maintenance. The investigation could also
have a substantial impact on the maintenance of equipment supplied by the
IAEA in its Technical Cooperation Programme.

The present paper reports upon the first of three similar but
independent regional surveys which were organised in Southeast Asia,
Latin America and Africa, respectively. This Southeast Asia Survey was
conducted from October 1977 through March 1978 in Bangladesh, Inaia,
Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
The list of participating investigators nominated by their respective
governments is given in Annex I.

1/ Maintenance of nuclear medicine instruments. IAEA-184, Technical
Document, 1976.
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Extensive discussions with experts of the Advisory Group and with
medical institutions and laboratories in developing countries suggested
that the survey should have the following attributes: (1) Its basic
objective should be to identify all nuclear medicine units and their
instruments in each country, to obtain data on the types and number of
applications in which the instruments are used, to record over a 6-month
prospective period the experiences concerning operation, breakdown and
repair, to obtain data on the environment (quality of electrical mains
power, temperature, humidity) within which the instruments must function
and to assess the effectiveness of present local maintenance resources.
(2) The investigation in each country should be conducted by a national
of that country having sufficient experience and authority in the use
and/or maintenance of such equipment to assure a reliable investigation
and a purposeful introduction thereafter of effective remedial measures.
(3) The investigation should encompass several countries in the region so
as to profit from the diversity of their respective experiences. (4) The
IAEA should participate in the investigation by helping to standardize
its design in the region and by helping to finance the data collection.

The data collected offer a more quantitative picture of maintenance
problems than has heretofore been available, even though differences
inevitably arose in the interpretation of the questions and in the
conscientiousness with which they were answered. The survey gave
quantitative data on nuclear medicine laboratories, nuclear medicine
activities, instruments, their use, instrument unavailability due to
breakdown, reasons for long-lasting unavailability, present maintenance
facilities and quality control practice. It also gave a clearer insight
into training needs.

Inefficient bureaucratic handling of repair cases, difficulties with
the supply of spare- and replacement parts and lack of training proved to
be the main reasons for long periods of instrument inoperation.

Besides providing data, the survey served a second important purpose
of inducing each laboratory to confront its maintenance problems and to
review its strategies for overcoming them.

Remedial actions have been initiated, based on the data of the
survey, to diminish the number of breakdowns and to shorten the duration
of periods of inoperation.

II. METHODS OF PROCEDURE

Three distinct types of information were sought in the design of the
survey: (1) on laboratories, defined hereafter as "Units", which employ
nuclear instruments in medical and/or related applications, (2) on the
instruments in those Units, and (3) on the operation and inoperation
experience with individual instruments. The survey material supplied to
each participating Unit consisted of: (1) One Questionnaire A,
Information on Unit, (2) a Questionnaire B, Information on Nuclear
Instrument, for each nuclear instrument in the Unit, (3) six Monthly
Operation Report Forms for each instrument to cover the six-month
record-keeping period, and (4) an Instrument Inoperation and Maintenance
Report Form for each period of inoperation of an instrument. Specimens
of the survey material are found in Annex II.
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The procedures with radionuclides and radiopharmaceuticals listed in
Questionnaire A are a condensed classification taken from Current
Procedural Terminology, Fourth Edition, American Medical Association,
Chicago, 1977, pp. 317-324.

In the evaluation of the data the types of instruments surveyed were
categorized and coded as follows. This classification is more detailed
than the one used in the questionnaires.

Code Type of instrument
ALS Automatic liquid scintillation system
MWS Manual well counter system
AWS Automatic well counter system
SPS Single probe system
DPS Dual or multiple probe system
SCA Rectilinear scanner
GCA Gamma camera
RCA Radionuclide calibrator
MIS Miscellaneous instruments

The group of miscellaneous instruments includes survey meters,
chromatogram scanners, Geiger-MUller counters, whole-body counters and
blood volume meters. All peripheral automatic devices (e.g., for data
handling) were considered to be a part of the instruments with which they
were associated.

III. DATA SELECTION

Ninety-three Units in 8 countries gave more or less complete
information on the Units themselves and on 371 instruments used by them.

The data on Units obtained through Questionnaire A are evaluated for
all 93 Units in Section IV.

The data on instruments obtained through Questionnaire B and the
Report Forms are evaluated in Sections V and VI. Except where otherwise
noted, instruments from only 70 Units are included in this evaluation
because:

11 Units supplied data only on Questionnaire A,
6 Units supplied data concerning instruments on Questionnaire B

only and not on the Report Forms (16 instruments),
1 Unit had just started its activities (4 instruments),
3 Units engaged only in research and provided no clinical

services (8 instruments) and
2 Units gave very incomplete data (9 instruments).

For the 70 Units reflected in Sections V and VI, 291 instruments are
included in the evaluation: 43 individual instruments have been excluded
because:

16 instruments were described by incomplete reports,
3 instruments were beyond repair,

10 instruments were no longer used because they had been replaced
by other instruments,

7 instruments had not been used for more than 3 years,
4 instruments had not yet been installed and
3 instruments had not yet been used because of lack of supplies.
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Figure 1. Geographical distribution of surveyed nuclear medicine units.
Small dot: a city with one Unit; large dot: a city with several Units,
the number of which is indicated above it.

A tabular summary of the instruments included in the analysis,
classified according to the type of instrument and the country involved,
can be found in Table I (Section V).

IV. DATA ON UNITS OBTAINED FROM QUESTIONNAIRES A

The answers to the most important questions of Questionnaire A are
summarized in Annex III for the 93 Units that supplied data on that
questionnaire. Certain data deduced from Questionnaires B and the Report
Forms are also included in Annex III and will be treated in Section VI.B.

The geographical location of Units providing data on nuclear
instruments on Questionnaire B and Monthly Report Forms is shown in
Figure 1. Small dots indicate the location of a single surveyed Unit.
Large dots indicate clusters of more than one Unit in a metropolitan area.

From the data supplied on Questionnaires A the following deductions
can be made:

Three radioimmunoassay laboratories, 2 research laboratories and
4 medical services had no full-time or part-time medical professionals
among their staff; 22 Units had no non-medical professionals and 15 Units
had no technical supporting staff. Approximately half of the Units
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employed staff of all three types of personnel for more than 20 hours a
week, about one-third of them employed some types of personnel for less
than 20 hours per week, and 4 Units worked with only part-time personnel
(columns 3 and 4 of Annex III).

Twenty-four Units reported an increase in their staff over the last
two years. Five Units reported a decrease. Twelve Units were less than
two years old, and the remainder reported no change in their staff.

The average age of the Units (length of time they had been using
radionuclides in medicine) was 8 to 9 years (column 5). The ages are
almost uniformly distributed between 0 and 22 years, hence there has been
a steady growth in the number of nuclear medicine Units.

Twenty-eight Units, distributed over all countries except India,
obtained radionuclides exclusively from outside their respective
countries, 28 Indian Units exclusively from inside the country, and the
remaining Units in India, Pakistan, the Philippines and Thailand obtained
them from both inside and outside their countries (column 6).

The time elapsed between ordering and receiving radionuclides in
India ranged from 7 days to 12 months, with a mean of about 6 weeks,
whereas in the other 7 countries it ranged from 2 days to 6 months with a
mean of about 4 weeks (column 7). Only one Unit reported an increase,
and most Units reported no change or a decrease, in this time in the two
years preceeding the survey. Thirty-seven units reported significant
delays in obtaining radionuclides in the two years preceeding the survey
(column 8).

Most Units had not changed their manner of radiopharmaceutical
preparation in the two years preceeding the survey.

Only 26 Units reported having a special area or workshop where in-
strument maintenance was carried out (column 9) and only 57 Units
reported having available, either in the Unit or in the Institution, more
than half of the most common items of tools and equipment (pliers,
screw-drivers, wrenches, soldering equipment, drill, lathe, multimeter,
oscilloscope) used for nuclear instrument maintenance. Twenty-three
Units reported having less than half of this equipment available from
either source (column 10).

Seventy-two Units reported having one or more radioactive test
sources (column 11).

The Heads of 42 Units had the authority to spend money budgeted for
the Unit without exceptional administrative problems (column 12).

The relationship between amounts spendable, both in local and in
foreign currency, and the time necessary to obtain authorization (columns
13 and 14) is shown for 28 Units in Figure 2. Apart from two cases of
extremely short periods for rather large amounts of local currency, the
indicated time in general increases with the amount to be spent.

For only a few Units had this time either increased or decreased in
the two years preceeding the survey. For only 33 Units haa the amounts
of spendable local currency increased. For 16 of these Units the amount
of spendable foreign currency had also increased.
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Figure 2. Relationship between amounts spendable (in US$) in local
currency (+) and foreign currency (3) and the time needed to acquire
authorisation to spend it

Fourteen Units ranked as "most difficult" the procedure of ordering
and receiving nuclear instrument maintenance service as compared to
ordering and receiving new instruments or radionuclides and
radiopharmaceuticals. Sixteen Units ranked this as "least difficult"
(column 15).

There was an average of 4 co 5 nuclear instruments per Unit (column
16 and 22), but it should be noted that for many Units there were
appreciable differences between the list of equipment given in
Questionnaire A and the group of instruments for which Questionnaire B
was completed.

Twenty-eight Units had spent funds, for either maintenance service
or training of personnel in maintenance, for at least one of the three
most recently acquired instruments (column 17).

The total number of procedures, and the number of new and
therapeutic procedures among them, performed in each Unit are given in
columns 18, 19 and 20, respectively. The number of Units that performed
a particular procedure, and the total number of times these procedures
were performed per year in all the Units of a country, are given in
Annex IV.
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Table I. Numbers and types of instruments surveyed and breakdown data

Country BGD MAL PAK PHI SIN SRL THA IND ALL
N BI N BI N BI N BI N BI N BI N BBI NI I T BI

ALS 11 11 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 0 6 4 3 3 15 11
MWS 4 1 2 0 41 7 1 2 0 0 0 8 0 18 6 45 9
AWS 0 2 1 11 53 4 1 1 0 10 7 2 1 25 14
SPS 3 2 2 0 7 1 11 1 I 0 2 1 8 1 15 2 49 8
DPS 3 2 1 0 2 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 9 3 15 11 34 17
SCA 2 2 3 0 8 1 10 3 1 0 2 2 19 10 21 13 66 31
GCA 0 0 0 4 2 4 3 10 0 0 4 2 1 0 14 7
RCA 2 0 1 0 5 2 9 2 0 0 1 1 10 0 3 1 31 6
MIS 40 00 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 12 1
ALL 19 8 12 2 31 8 53 14 12 2 8 5 76 27 80 38 291 104
NSB 5 1 10 9 3 1 49 49 127
NLB 4 1 3 8 0 6 12 22 56
%UNAV 10 4 9 8 1 34 8 18 11
NU 3 1 5 14 6 2 19 20 70
N Number of instruments surveyed in the country specified
T Total number of instruments surveyed
BI Number of instruments experiencing one or more breakdowns
NSB Number of short breakdowns ( 15 working days = 2.5 weeks)
NLB Number of long breakdowns ( >15 working days)
%UNAV Mean instrument unavailability expressed as percent of survey

duration
NU Number of Nuclear Medicine Units in the country specified

V. DATA ON INSTRUMENTS OBTAINED FROM QUESTIONNAIRES B

Data pertaining to individual instruments were obtained with the aid
of Questionnaire B.

Since special circumstances in Indian Units prevail because of local
production of instruments, a part of their data had to be treated
separately in the following Sections. The group of all countries except
India will be called the Group of 7 countries. In those cases where
separate treatment is warranted, the figures for the Group of 7 countries
are given first followed by, in parenthesis, those for India.

The 291 instruments included in the analysis are classified in
Table I by country, type and breakdown experience. Under the heading
MIS, 3 survey meters, 2 whole-body counters, 2 Geiger MUller counters,
2 chromatogram scanners and 3 blood volume meters are grouped. The
instrument breakdown aata in this table are discussed in Section VI.B.

As can be deduced from Table I, the most common instrument types
were (1) probe system for in vivo measurements, (2) well scintillation
counter system and (3) rectilinear scanner, each comprising about one
quarter of the total number of instruments. They were found in all
countries more or less in proportion to the number of nuclear medicine
units. An exception must be made for the automatic well counter system
of which none were reported in Bangladesh and only 2 in India. The gamma
camera had apparently not yet found general application in the Region.
Only half of the Units had radionuclide calibrators.

A grouping according to the manufacturer and type of instrument is
given in Table II for all instruments in the Group of 7 countries and in
India for which this information was received.
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Figure 3. Age distribution in November 1977 of the different types of
instruments surveyed for the Group of 7 countries (lower histograms) and
India (upper histograms)

As the table shows, 55% of all instruments in the Group of
7 countries were supplied by two manufacturers, another 25% were supplied
by 5 others and the remaining 20% were supplied by 21 manufacturers. For
India the circumstances were quite different: 76% of the instruments were
produced by two local manufacturers, another 18% by 3 foreign firms, and
the remaining 6% by 5 foreign firms. It is noteworthy that the more
recent instruments such as automatic well systems, gamma cameras and
radionuclide calibrators were not widely available in this country at the
time of survey.

The age distribution of the different types of instruments is given
in the histograms of Figure 3 for the Group of 7 countries and India
separately. It should be noted that 51(53)% of the instruments were
older than 5 years (received before November 1972) and 18(19)% even older
than 10 years (received before November 1967). Many probe systems,
manual well systems and scanners were among the old instruments, whereas
gamma cameras, automatic well systems and radionuclide calibrators were
almost all less than 5 years old.
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Table II. Manufacturers and types of Instruments

For the Group
of 7 countries ALS MWS AWS SPS DPS SCA GCA RCA MIS Total
Searle 5 8 14 11 3 8 8 10 3 70
Picker 5 2 8 10 28 8 2 63
Siemens 2 1 4 2 6 3 18
Packard 9 3 3 11 16
Nucl. Ent. 1 5 1 1 1 9
Elscint 2 1 3 2 8
Shimadzu 1 1 1 2 1 6
LDL (Nucl. Ent. 2 2 1 5
CGR 3 2 5
Beckman 1 1 2 4
Philips 2 1 1 4
Intertechnique 4 4
Ames 1 2 3
Ekco 2 1 3
Tracerlab 2 1 3
Pittman3 3
Baird At. 2 1 3
Panex 1 1 2
Capintec 2 2
Ohio Nucl. 2 2
USSR 1 1
ICN 1 1
Toshiba 1 1
Local made 1 1
Berthold 1 1
Ortec 1 1
Raytheon 1 1
Selo1 1 
TOTAL 19 30 25 38 20 51 16 32 10 241

For India ALS MWS AWS SPS DPS SCA GCA RCA MIS Total
ECI 3 15 16 9 10 4 3 60
BARC+AEET 4 5 4 5 1 3 22
Picker 3 7 1 1 1 13
Searle 1 2 1 4
Philips 1 1 1 1 4
Beckman 1 1 2
Metrempex 1 1
Nucl.Ent. 1 1
EFKI 1 1
Gamma Works 1 1
TOTAL 5 21 2 21 19 25 2 6 8 109

A summary of the replies to the questions asked in Questionnaire B
is given in Annex V for the Group of 7 countries and India. The number
of answers of one kind is expressed as a percentage of the maximum number
of answers that could be expected (211 for the Group of 7 countries and
80 for India, respectively).
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From these data it may be seen that:

Most instruments were sold by the manufacturer or his agent, but in
30(10)% of the cases the instruments were not installed by them. A part
of these latter instruments may well have been donated or supplied under
bilateral or multilateral assistance, not bought through local agents.

Instruction manuals were available for most instruments, 90(95)%,
and maintenance manuals for somewhat fewer, 70(71)%. It should be noted,
however, that the answers do not make clear whether the instruction
manuals of the remaining 20(24)% contain chapters on maintenance.

For only 11(26)% of the instruments did a maintenance contract exist.

Even in 1978, 10(25)% of the instruments contained vacuum tubes.

Only 50(61)% of the instruments seemed to be accompanied by a part
list.

Spare parts and consumable supplies were available for only 27(24)%
of the instruments.

A more detailed analysis on all 371 instruments, for which
Questionnaires B were received, revealed that for only 87 of them were
stocks of spare parts and consumable supplies available, and for 246 of
them such a stock was not available. The total value of the stock of
spare parts for 43 out of the 87 instruments amounted to US$ 63,000.
Table III shows the availability of spare parts in the participating
countries.

Most of the instruments, 70(81)% were kept in air-conditioned rooms
but to save electricity more than 50(90)% of the air-conditioners were
switched off during the night, weekends and holidays.

In most Units, 81(98)%, manipulations of chemicals and/or
radionuclides were performed in laboratories different from those in
which the instruments were located.

For 71(82)% of the instruments, two or more persons worked in the
room housing the instrument.

For most of the instruments, 71(84)%, the mains power was switched
off when they were not used. For only 40(53)% of the instruments were
voltage stabilizers used to regulate the mains power to the instrument.
Unfortunately, no data are available to indicate the quality (presence of
fluctuations, surges, sags, transients and failures) of the mains power
supply (see also Section VI), but many Units seemed to be aware of
possible difficulties since the mains voltage had been monitored at least
once for 54(81)% of the instruments during the two years preceeding the
survey.

For only a few instruments, 13(8)%, was interference from other
electric or electronic equipment observed.

Most instruments were usually operated by two, 38(39)%, or more,
41(49)%, persons, whereas 57(38)% of them were also occasionally operated
by persons other than the usual operators.
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Table III. Availability of spare parts in the participating countries
for the 371 instruments for which questionnaires B were received

Country Number of instru- Number of instru- Value of spare
ments having ments without parts for number of
spare parts spare parts instruments given

in brackets
BGD 9 10 not given
MAL 9 3 $ 6500 (8)
PAK 18 16 $ 16400 (13)
PHI 14 42 $ 3120 (7)
SIN 0 15 $ 0
SRL 3 5 $ 1750 (3)
THA 11 71 $ 7063 (6)
IND 23 84 $ 27764 (6)
ALL 87 246 *) $ 62597 (43)
*) For 38 instruments no information was given

The know-how of operating the instruments was, for most instruments,
65(50)%, acquired by working with the instrument. For only 25(33)% of
the instruments did one or more of the operators have special training.
For 64(44)% of the instruments, training or experience in operating the
instrument was acquired after their installation. Manufacturers or
vendors of instruments seemed little involved in this training, 10(15)%.

For most of the instruments, 79(58)%, radioactive test sources were
available, as can also be seen from Questionnaire A.

Routine checks were performed at least as often as twice a week for
22(33)% of the instruments, weekly for 12(27)%, every 2 weeks for 3(9)%,
and monthly or occasionally for 33(12)%.

For more than half of the instruments the most satisfactory repair
service was apparently given by the manufacturers' or vendors' agents,
and for a smaller number, 21(29)%, by the maintenance personnel of the
Units; for only a few instruments, 12(9)%, did independent agents play a
role in their repair.

More than half of the instruments, 67(79)%, were reported to have
been satisfactorily maintained in the two years preceeding the survey.

VI. DATA ON DETAILS OF BREAKDOWNS OBTAINED DURING 6 MONTHS FROM REPORT
FORMS

As already noted, two different types of report forms were supplied
in this survey: one, the Operation Report, for daily recording of
periods of use and inoperation of an instrument, and the other, the
Inoperation Report, for details of each case of inoperation. -The former
were to be completed for all instruments likely to be used in the Unit
even when they were temporarily inoperative, and the latter for all cases
of instrument inoperation aue to breakdown or a requirement for
maintenance.

17



A. Information deduced from Operation Reports

From the daily operation records of the 291 instruments analyzed the
following information could be deduced:

a. Occurrence and duration of inoperation due to breakdown or
preventive maintenance

These data were the most informative among those taken from the
Operation Reports. They will be treated together with those collected
with the Inoperation Reports.

b. Occurrence of power failures

Power failures were reported by three Units (20, 11 and 9 times,
respectively) in Bangaldesh ; by five Units (1, 11, 9, 9 and 5) in
Pakistan; by three Units (1, 2, and 1) in the Philippines; by one Unit
(3) in Sri Lanka; by two Units (2 and 3) in Thailand and by four Units
(1, 1, 5, and 27) in India. Their possible influence on types of
failures will be discussed later. Other data on the quality of the mains
power supply have not been received.

c. Inoperation cases due to lack of radioactive materials or other
supplies

Only 12 out of 70 Units reported inoperation (1 to 3 cases each) due
to irregular availability of radioactive preparations. One of these
units had worked with radioisotopes for less than one year, and two
seemed to have ordering problems in the first two months of the year.
Detailed descriptions of the problems were not given. Three Units
reported periods of inoperation lasting 3 to 6 months due to lack of
vials and scintillator for newly acquired automatic liquid scintillation
systems, all supplied by the same manufacturer.

d. Periods of instrument use

The information on the actual periods of use of the instruments is
ambiguous due to different interpretations of the code U (instrument is
in use) on the daily records. Furthermore, many forms seem to have been
completed only at the end of each month; their data on daily use cannot
be precise. An appreciable number of instruments seems to have been used
only occasionally.

B. Information deduced from Inoperation Reports

The most informative data on maintenance were collected with the
Inoperation Reports. This information concerned: duration of breakdowns;
mean instrument unavailability for the Units, the countries and the
different types of instruments involved in the survey; frequency of
breakdowns; causes for long duration of breakdowns; types of breakdowns
and personnel involved in repair.

a. Duration of inoperation and mean instrument unavailability

In the following text the survey duration for an instrument and the
duration of inoperation periods is expressed in working days. A week was
taken to have 6 working days.

18



The survey duration for an instrument was defined as the number of
working days covered by the monthly operation reports received for that
particular instrument. Its value varied from 24 days, for instruments
surveyed only in the month of February 1978, to 156 days for instruments
for which all 6 operation reports were received. To calculate the
unavailability of an instrument (the percentage of time it was out of
order) and the mean unavailability of several instruments, the sum of all
periods during which the instrument(s) was (were) inoperative was divided
by the sum of the relevant survey period(s).

Data on survey duration and instrument unavailability are given in
Annex III and Tables I and IV. The mean unavailability of all
instruments belonging to a Unit is given for all surveyed Units in Annex
III, of all instruments surveyed in each country in Table I and of all
instruments of the same type in Table IV. Total survey durations of all
instruments of the same type are also given in the latter table.

The mean unavailability for all instruments analyzed was 11%, for
all instruments belonging to a Unit it was for only 3 out of 70 Units
larger than 50%, for 6 between 35% and 26%, for 7 between 25% and 16%,
for 8 between 15% and 6% and for 46 smaller than 6%. While the mean
unavailabilities are appreciably larger than one would find in developed
countries, they are below figures sometimes estimated for developing
countries. The more positive result may have many causes: unfounded
estimates, biased selection of Units, clinical services being under more
pressure than other laboratories to keep their instruments in working
condition, breakdowns not reported for various reasons, etc. It should
also be noted that only those instruments have been analyzed which were
actually used for clinical work, and not the many others standing around
unused (Ref. Section III, Data Selection).

Apart from a few data displayed in Table I and Annex III, no
differentiation was made among countries or Units with the exception of
India, where local circumstances are very different from those in other
countries. Such differentiation was not feasible since the total number
of instruments and the number of instruments of a particular type in most
countries and certainly in each Unit was too small to permit any
meaningful separate statistical treatment.

Another reason for non-differentiation between countries can be
deduced from the mean instrument unavailability for Units. Long
instrument inoperation durations occurred more or less equally
distributed over the units of all participating countries, except one.
Thus, their causes should not be sought in circumstances pertaining to
particular countries but in those pertaining to particular Units.

On the other hand, the only country which reported no long breakdown
periods also reported the existence of a well functioning central
maintenance and repair service for all Units participating in the
survey. This fact may indicate that a national or a coordinated approach
may improve the situation in a whole country or in a part of it. Data
received from India may lead to the same conclusion. There, very long
breakdown periods were reported only in Units that are far from the main
atomic energy facility (BARC) or the factory, both of which supply
maintenance service.
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Table IV. Number and types of instruments and data on breakdowns

For the Group of 7 countries
Type T OA BI IS IE IA NB NSB NLB MDS MDL NSD NID %UNAV
ALS 12 4 8 3 5 2 12 6 6 4 89 1615 556 34
MWS 27 24 3 1 1 1 3 0 3 0 72 3536 215 6
AWS 23 10 13 3 1 0 23 19 4 3 52 3095 256 8
SPS 34 28 6 2 2 2 9 5 4 2 72 4671 297 6
DPS 19 13 6 0 1 0 7 4 3 2 26 2573 87 3
SCA 45 27 18 2 3 0 38 33 5 2 57 6105 357 6
GCA 13 6 7 2 2 2 14 9 5 4 84 1738 456 26
RCA 28 23 5 3 2 2 6 2 4 8 86 3893 360 9
MIS 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0 1350 0 0
ALL 211 145 66 16 17 9 112 78 34 3 70128576 2584 9

For India
Type T OA BI IS IE IA NB NSB NLB MDS MDL NSD NID %UNAV
ALS 3 0 3 1 0 0 4 3 1 4 52 442 64 14
MWS 18 12 6 1 0 0 10 9 1 8 54 2520 129 5
AWS 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 286 3 1
SPS 15 13 2 0 1 0 5 4 1 8 29 1692 62 4
DPS 15 4 11 5 5 4 18 10 8 3 87 2107 725 34
SCA 21 8 13 4 4 2 30 21 9 4 59 2759 611 22
GCA 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 130 0 0
RCA 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 103 259 103 40
MIS 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 129 312 129 41
ALL 80 42 38 13 11 7 71 49 22 5 73 10507 1826 18
T Total number of instruments surveyed
OA Number of instruments operative all the time
BI Number of instruments experiencing one or more breakdowns
IS Number of instruments inoperative at the start of the survey
IE Number of instruments inoperative at the end of the survey
IA Number of instruments inoperative all the time
NB Number of breakdowns
NSB Number of short breakdowns (515 working days = 2.5 weeks)
NLB Number of long breakdowns (>15 working days)
MDS Mean duration of short breakdowns in working days
MDL Mean duration of long breakdowns in working days
NSD Total number of instrument survey-days
NID Number of inoperative-instrument survey-days
%UNAV Mean instrument unavailability expressed as percent of survey

duration.

The number of instruments involved in repair as given in Table IV
for the different types of instruments suggests that mechanically complex
instruments (ALS, AWS, DPS, SCA) and gamma cameras were more likely to
break down than simpler instruments (MWS, SPS, RCA). Table IV shows that
larger failure rates did not necessarily lead to longer mean inoperation
times. Only for automatic liquid scintillation systems and gamma cameras
do repair problems lead to large mean unavailability. For automatic well
systems, probe systems and scanners, repair skill and means seem to be
available to correct most defects in a few days.
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It is not easy to compare the figures obtained for the Group of
7 countries with those obtained for India. In India, only 3 automatic
liquid scintillation systems and one gamma camera were reported, the
latter being used all the time although it was not functioning
satisfactorily. Furthermore, almost twice as many failures per instrument
as in the other countries, except Thailand, were reported for all
instruments and many problems were encountered with renographic equipment
(DPS).

b. Causes of long delay in repair

In order to ascertain the reason for the great length of time
required to correct certain defects, all breakdowns that lasted more than
15 working days (2.5 weeks) have been listed in Annex VI. From that
list, reasons and their frequency may be categorized in the following way
(note that some categories overlap):

For the Group of 7 countries (34 cases):
15 waiting for replacement parts
6 manufacturer's agent unable to solve the problem
5 lack of technical know-how of staff of Unit or Institution
8 bureaucracy and slowness of official repair services
1 fabrication failure
3 long repair period, without indication of the reason why

the repair took so long
5 unspecified failure

For India (22 cases):
5 waiting for replacement parts
2 waiting for mechanical parts to be produced locally
3 manufacturer's local agent could not solve the problem
3 slowness of repair services
1 sent to manufacturer for modification
7 long repair periods without indication of the reason why

the repair took so long
1 unspecified failure

From these data it may be concluded that the major maintenance
problems were associated with lack of spare parts, delayed supply of
replacement parts, lack of technical know-how on the part of
manufacturers' agents and the technical staff of Units, bureaucracy and
slowness of repair services. These are all problems that deal with
handling the breakdown.

c. Frequency of breakdowns

Whereas it might be expected that the length of time needed to bring
an instrument back to service would be related to the extent of
bureaucracy and to the availability of repair skill and spare parts, the
frequency of breakdowns might be a more distinctive characteristic of the
quality or kind of instrument as is shown in Table IV. Nevertheless, if
the data are reliable they suggest that other factors also play a role.

A differentiation of failure rates among countries is given in
Table I, and among types of instruments in Table IV. Table I shows that
the frequency of reported breakdowns per instrument in Thailand and India
was clearly higher than in the other countries. Some striking data were
found in a partial differentiation between countries. Among the 183 cases
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Table V. Breakdown frequencies in relation to type of maintenance staff

Countries 6 countries Thailand India
No. Units 31 19 20
No. Instruments 135 76 80
No. instruments with breakdowns 39 (29%) 27 (35%) 38 (48%)
No. breakdowns 51 61 71
No. short breakdowns 29 49 49
No. long breakdowns 22 12 22
Repair interventions by:

Unit staff 27 13 24
Manufacturer's agent 16 36 41
Independent agent 10126 4t40 8149
Unit staff and outside

agent in cooperation 11 1 8
Not given 9 9 6

of breakdown reported, 51 occurred in 6 countries having 135 instruments,
61 in Thailand having 76 instruments and 71 in India having 80
instruments. In the latter two countries many of the repairs were
executed by agents of manufacturers or independent agents as can be seen
in Table V. This suggests the unexpected situation that in countries
where instrument users rely mostly on outside firms for maintenance, more
breakdowns, or more precisely, more short breakdowns were reported than
in the other countries. It may well be that laboratories for which
maintenance assistance from outside is not available develop more skill
in the upkeep of the instruments and the correction of minor failures.
These minor failures might then no longer be regarded as failures but
rather as part of the regular preventive maintenance. On the other hand,
it cannot be excluded that high breakdown rates reflect more
conscientious reporting or that low breakdown rates indicate that a part
of the failures is not detected or is neglected.

The differentiation of breakdown frequencies among types of
instruments for the Group of 7 countries shows that this frequency, was
approximately once a year for all instruments together, once in two years
for manual systems (MWS, SPS, DPS, RCA) and twice a year for automatic
systems (ALS, AWS, SCA) and gamma cameras. Most instruments that broke
down did so more than once.

The figures for India are different. Breakdown frequencies almost
twice as high as in the other countries (except Thailand) were reported
for both short and long-lasting breakdowns. For some types of
instruments (ALS, AWS, RCA), intercomparison seems statistically
unjustified because only a few of them were surveyed.

d. Types of breakdowns

In Table VI, types of breakdowns and their frequencies are given for
the Group of 7 countries. Mechanical and electro-mechanical failures
(44) of motors, readout devices, sample changers, switches and others
greatly outnumber other breakdowns, followed in frequency by failures in
detector systems (19) (H.V. problems and detector, PMT and preamplifier
failures), low-voltage supply breakdowns (7) and electronic circuit
failures (7). The figures for India (30, 12, 8 and 8, respectively)
given also in Table VI indicate a similar distribution.
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Table VI. Kinds of failures reported

By the Group of 7 countries
No. of cases Kinds of failures

7 Motor problems
22 Problems with readout devices

(partly not specified; printers, tappers, recorders,
photographic scan readers)

11 Other mechanical problems (included cleaning and
lubrication)

3 Micro switch failures
1 Cable defects
5 HV problems
3 Preamplifier failures
8 Detector failures
3 PMT failures
4 Bad contacts (3 in same unit)
1 Corrosion
7 Failures of LV power supplies
7 Failures of electronic circuits
8 Recalibration
3 Gamma camera oscilloscope problems
2 Gamma camera poor performance that agent cannot solve
1 Gamma camera crystal cracked
1 Gamma camera tuning and calibration
1 Sent to factory and not returned
1 Radioactive contamination (ALS)
1 Interferences with equipment in other room

24 Not specified or incomplete description

By India
No. of cases

3
16
11
6
0
6
0
2
0
8
8
3
5
1
3
1
0
20

Kind of failures
Motor problems
Problems with readout devices
Other mechanical problems
HV problems
Preamplifier failures
Detector failures
PMT failures
Bad contacts
Corrosion
Failures of LV power supplies
Failures of electronic circuits
Recalibration
Routine maintenance (all in same Unit)
Gamma camera poor performance
Sent to manufacturer for repair or modification
Radioactive contamination
Interferences with other equipment
Not specified or incomplete description
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Table VII. Parts reported to be required for repairs

Number Type
8 Transistors
3 Diodes
4 Power transistors
4 Resistors
6 Capacitors
2 Fuses
3 Integrated circuits
1 Recording pen
3 Photomultiplier tubes
5 Defective crystals (one of gamma camera)
1 Cable
3 Micro switches
6 Potentiometers
1 HV transformer
1 Motor circuit transformer
1 Stabilizer valve
1 Relay
2 Screw and other mechanical parts
2 Counting tubes
1 Ribbon motor
1 Solenoid in printer

e. Parts required for repairs

In order to evaluate the economics of the spare part problem, an
attempt has been made to find out which, and how many, parts have been
actually used or were needed for the instruments that broke down during
the survey. They are listed in Table VII. The numbers found are minimum
ones since for several breakdown cases relevant information is lacking.
Nevertheless, it appears from the list in Table VII that the cost of
parts required for 211 instruments for which 112 breakdowns were reported
does not exceed US$ 17,000. For 211 instruments this is a small amount -
probably well under 1% of the cost of the instruments themselves. To
calculate this figure the following prices were used: US$ 25 for small
parts such as transistors, resistors, microswitches etc. (consisting
mostly of handling fees); US$ 50 for helipots, potentiometers and
relays; US$ 500 for photomultipliers; US$ 1000 for detectors and US$ 150
for the remaining parts. The total figure found was doubled and rounded
off, because the parts needed were reported for only a fraction of the
breakdowns. The parts used for long-lasting breakdowns would have
amounted to only US$ 8000.

f. Personnel performing the repair

The survey data did not give a clear insight into the number, kind
and level of training of personnel performing the repairs, whether they
belonged to the Units or to the firms performing the repair. As seen
from Annex VI and the list given in (b) above, several repairs took a
long time or were not accomplished due to lack of technical know-how on
the part of the staff of Units or firms. Hence there is a clear need for
training although this need has still to be quantified. However, the
relatively small number of failures which Unit staff or agent's engineers
could not solve would indicate that not many engineers or technicians
have to be trained.
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The fact that more than two-thirds of the repairs took less than
15 working days suggests that considerable skill in repair and
maintenance was locally available. The fact that fewer small corrections
and repairs were reported by Units having their own technical staff than
by Units relying upon outside firms, may indicate the positive influence
such personnel have on the proper functioning of the instruments.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The data disclosed by the survey suggest certain conclusions.
However, they may not all be statistically significant taking into
account the rather small number of breakdowns reported on many different
types and makes of instruments, the many possible factors influencing
failure rate and repair duration, and the inaccuracy in reporting . On
the other hand many of the facts revealed seem to confirm the experience
of instrument experts and predictions of common sense. In preparing
remedial actions one should be guided by the apparent facts disclosed,
previous experience and common sense.

The most important conclusions that can be drawn from this survey
are:

A. Nuclear medicine Units and their activities

a. Nuclear medicine services were, at the time of the survey, available
in all participating countries, though in most of them on a moderate
scale.

b. The nuclear medicine applications in the countries surveyed tended
to be similar to those in developed countries. Except for the special
case of a screening of troops for urinary morphine in two countries (260
000 samples)*, studies of the endocrine system (overwhelmingly thyroid)
dominated. As to measurement procedures, three were paramount: probe
measurements of 1311 uptake by the thyroid (60 000 patients), imaging
(mainly rectilinear scanning) of thyroid, liver and brain (40 000, 25 000
and 13 000 patients, respectively) and measurements of the concentration
of various biological substances in biological fluids by in vitro assays
(75 000 samples), using well scintillation counters and 25I.

c. In comparison with most developed countries, and taking into account
the population, the number of patient examinations seems small in each of
the countries. The mean number of examinations per unit seems also
rather moderate.

d. Radioimmunoassay had replaced measurement of thyroid uptake of
radioiodide to only a very limited extent.

e. Imaging with gamma cameras had not yet been introduced generally at
the time the survey took place.

* All figures quoted in the paragraph are per annum.
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B. Instruments

a. The instruments found in greatest numbers were (1) scintillation
probe counters for assessing the amount of radioactive tracer in an organ
of the body (e.g. thyroid) by external measurements, (2) well
scintillation counters for measuring the activity level of a small sample
(e.g. of blood), and (3) rectilinear scanners for imaging the
distribution of the radioactive tracer in a region of the body. They
were found in all countries approximately in proportion to the number of
nuclear medicine laboratories. It is noteworthy that gamma cameras, now
the dominant imaging instrument in developed countries, were not widely
available in the region at the time of the survey.

b. A rough estimate suggests that the surveyed instruments collectively
cost about US$ 5 000 000 at the time of the survey. For their deployment
substantial additional expenditures must have been incurred: laboratory
facilities, staff training, running costs, salaries, etc. Hence failure
to maintain these instruments in effective working order would
compromise investments and running costs of many millions of dollars.

c. Three manufacturers supplied 66% of all instruments, the next seven
supplied 22%, and another 21 supplied the remaining 12%. Thus the
co-operation of only 10 manufacturers would be required to improve
service and spare part supply for almost 90% of the instruments. All
instruments, except 75% of those in India, were produced by foreign
manufacturers.

d. Half of the instruments were more than 5 years old and one quarter
more than 10 years. This fact poses large problems when organizing
maintenance services. The personnel must be acquainted with very modern
equipment incorporating microprocessors, but also with instruments that
contain integrated circuits, transistors and even vacuum tubes.

e. Instrument manuals were reported to be available for most
instruments, contrary to popular belief.

C. Instrument environment

a. In many laboratories air-conditioning was not regarded as a means to
keep instruments in proper working condition: air-conditioners are
switched off outside the working hours of the personnel, thus allowing a
build-up of humidity in the air and a very detrimental condensation of
water on instruments.

It is well known that humid and hot climates such as prevail in the
Southeast Asian region cause malfunction and failure in electronic
equipment, especially through corrosion of contact surfaces, fungus
formation and insulation breakdowns. The survey did not show any clear
correlations between failure rate and air-conditioning. On the other
hand, the large number of high voltage problems and bad contacts reported
may suggest that climatic circumstances have caused a part of the
reported failures.

b. Power failures occurred frequently, but very little other
information was supplied on the quality of the AC mains supply. Many
instruments were protected against AC supply of bad quality in periods
when they were not used by switching them off, but few were protected
during their use.
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Low quality AC mains supply is characterized by frequent power
failures, voltage fluctuations, surges, sags, transients and high
frequency interference. They may cause frequent instrument breakdowns
and intermittent, possibly non-detected, malfunctioning. The survey was
not designed to detect the latter failures. Furthermore, no quantitative
data are available on the AC mains quality in the region surveyed, but it
is known to be not good. This means that available data are insufficient
to detect clear relationships between the quality of the mains supply and
failure rate. However, the relatively large number of reported failures
of DC power supplies and of replacements of power transistors,
transistors, diodes and capacitors seem to indicate that high energy
and/or high voltage signals enter the instruments from the mains and
cause their breakdown. Many laboratories seem not aware of these facts.

c. Actions planned to introduce improved maintenance strategies should
therefore include the monitoring of air temperature, relative humidity
and AC voltage and the upgrading of air- and power-conditioning.

D. Instrument breakdown, maintenance and repair

a. The breakdown frequencies reported do not seem very high although no
data are available to permit comparisons with developed countries. There
may be several reasons why they are not higher. It could be that most
instruments withstand the severe environmental conditions of the tropical
regions better than expected, that small failures have not been reported
in laboratories where the staff knows how to use a screwdriver and/or
that the bad condition of some instruments was not recognized. The
latter situation could be checked only with a quality control programme.

b. Mechanically complex instruments and gamma cameras are more likely
to break down.

c. It is the great length of time required to bring certain of the
instruments back to service, rather than a high failure rate, that caused
the relatively high instrument unavailability of 11%. The 127 short-
duration breakdowns make up 1.5% and the 56 long ones 9.5% of this total.

d. The major maintenance problems found were unavailability of spare
parts, slow supply of replacement parts, lack of technical know-how,
inefficient service and bureaucracy. These are all related to the human
handling of repair cases. The lack of technical know-how grows with the
complexity and sophistication of the instruments (gamma cameras). From
sources other than this survey it is known that the latter fact is partly
caused by the very frequent changes in the personnel of the maintenance
services of the Units. It is not clear from the data collected to what
extent economic interest (salaries, etc.) of people involved played a
role in the quickness with which breakdown problems were solved. In any
case, it is clear that any action to improve maintenance must deal with
training of staff, streamlining of administrative procedures, increasing
the efficiency of repair services and most probably improving the
remuneration of technical personnel.

e. The high number of failures of mechanical and electro-mechanical
nature suggests that nuclear medicine units should have access to
instrument repair workshops having facilities for both mechanical and
electrical repairs.
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f. The poor availability of tools and special areas or workshops for
instrument repairs clearly indicates that many laboratories depend for
maintenance on external personnel or agencies to perform even simple

repairs.

g. Concerning instrument unavailability, there seems to be a
discrepancy between the outcome of the survey and many alarming messages
from experts. The mean unavailability for all countries together found
in the survey is 11% for instruments which are really used for diagnostic
work. This could be interpreted to suggest that on average 1 out of 9
patient examinations cannot be made due to breakdown of equipment. The
alarming messages of the experts may well correspond to the 16 Units
(about one-fifth of those surveyed) with instrument unavailabilities
between 15% and 80%, to units doing pure research work (not included in
the analysis but which reported high instrument unavailability) and to
instruments no longer or never used (also excluded from the analysis).
The survey showed nevertheless that many instruments required for medical
work are often out of use for long periods due to maintenance
difficulties, and thus that remedial actions have to be stimulated to
improve their effective use.

h. Since long repair periods are mostly due to the bureaucratic
handling of maintenance service and supply of replacement parts, the
streamlining of administrative rules and budgeting that govern those
actions should get full attention when introducing new maintenance
strategies.

i. The consistently high unavailability due to breakdown of automatic
liquid scintillation systems suggests that these instruments should be
used only when the investigations cannot be performed with gamma emitting
tracers. In those cases where only a few samples have to be measured,
manual systems are preferable.

E. Spare Parts

It is widely believed, and confirmed by the survey, that
difficulties in stocking spare parts and in quick supply of urgently
needed replacement parts are the main bottlenecks hindering quick
repair. The cost of the parts needed for all 112 reported breakdowns of
211 instruments in the Group of 7 countries is estimated very roughly at
US$ 17 000 (approximately US$ 150/repair), whereas that for the parts
needed for 34 long duration breakdowns is estimated to be US$ 8000
(approximately US$ 235/repair). From the reported US$ 63 000 stock of
spare parts, not more than a few thousand dollars' worth were useful in
correcting breakdowns that actually occurred. Thus stocking spare parts
seems an exceedingly costly means to assure their availability.
Nevertheless, if one compares the economic losses and the social
consequences of a large instrument unavailability with the cost of
establishing an adequate stock of spare parts, it becomes clear that
stocking of spare parts is a very economic procedure. It must also be
concluded that problems encountered in the supply of spare parts are more
organizational and administrative than financial: difficult or
complicated ordering procedures, lack of budget provisions, excessive
customs regulations, difficult contacts with instrument manufacturers,
difficulties in identifying the parts (no part lists), difficulties in
paying for the supplied parts, etc. Any attempt to improve access to
spare and replacement parts should deal intensively with these facets of
the problem.
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F. Quality Control

a. The low number of instrument tests reported suggests that the
introduction of quality control for all instruments would reveal more
failures than found to date and upgrade the quality of the measurements.
Remedial actions to increase the efficiency with which instruments are
used should therefore pay due attention to the quality control of
instruments.

b. A relatively low number of radionuclide calibrators was found in the
Units surveyed. This is a disquieting fact from the point of view of
safety and quality control of medical procedures.

G. Training

a. The survey data show that some repair skill is frequently available
either in the Units or with the maintenance agents. However, the failure
to accomplish many repairs, especially of more sophisticated instruments,
because of lack of technical know-how, the low number of instrument
checks and tests, the lack of mention of preventive maintenance, the
inadequate use of air-conditioners, the low number of voltage stabilizers
deployed etc., indicate that training in quality control, maintenance and
repair of instruments, organization of maintenance and the supply of
spare parts and use of instruments is badly needed.

b. The high number of failures of mechanical and electro-mechanical
nature, of detector systems and of high and low voltage power supplies
suggests that technician training in these fields has to be intensified.

c. Furthermore, the survey disclosed that there is a clear need for a
limited number of well trained, all-round maintenance engineers and
technicians and for a much larger number of technicians attached to units
or institutions who can cope with simple mechanical, electrical and

electronic failures, with routine quality control tests and checks, and
with routine preventive maintenance tasks. Since the latter group can
function adequately only if stimulated by those reponsible for using the
instruments, adapted training in these fields must also be given to the
nuclear medicine physicians and technologists.

H. Remedial actions

According to the data revealed by the survey, remedial actions to
improve the effectiviness of instrument use and the reliability and
quality of the work done in nuclear laboratories should aim at improved
maintenance strategies comprising:

i. the improvement of the reliability of measurement results by the
introduction of a regular practice of instrument quality control;

ii. the prevention of breakdowns or the diminution of the failure rate
by the introduction or improvement of the use of air- and power-
conditioners and of preventive, maintenance, especially for mechanical and
electro-mechanical devices;
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iii. the shortening of repair periods by a well organized supply of spare
and replacement parts, by the training of the maintenance staff of the
laboratories and of the local firms that supply instruments, by the
provision of budgets for maintenance and spare parts, by the improved
efficiency of repair services, by the streamlining of administrative
rules and regulations concerning these activities and by the creation of
good contacts, and the conclusion of maintenance contracts, with the
instrument manufacturers or their agents.

All these actions are being, or will be, carried out in nine Asian
countries in the framework of the Regional Co-operative Agreement for
Research, Development and Training related to Nuclear Science and
Technology (RCA) in a Coordinated Programme of the IAEA entitled, "The
Formulation and Implementation of Maintenance Plans for Nuclear
Laboratories in Developing Countries", which started in December 1979.
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Annex II. Specimens of survey material

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

SURVEY OF NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION IN MEDICAL APPLICATION

QUESTIONNAIRE PART A: INFORMATION ON UNIT

1. GENERAL

1.1 Name of Unit .........................................

1.2 Name of Institution where Unit is located ............

1.3 Mailing address of Institution .......................

1.4 eeo......... . ........................................

1.4 Name of Head of Unit .................................

1.5 Geographical region served by Unit ...................

1.6 Approximate floor space occupied by Unit .............
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2. P E.1 WI.E 

Please give the following information on the personnel working
in the Unit. Note the definitions given below of the types of personnel.

Medical professional personnel: Persons with formal education
in medicine with the legal _ght to practice medicine.

yon-medical professional personnel: Persons with formal education
at or beyond the level of a university baccalaureate in a science
or engineering (Examples: physicist, pharmacist, engineer, etc.).

Technical supporting personnel: Persons with some formal education
beyond the level of secondary school or with special experience or
training in technical skills (Examples: laboratory technician,
nurse, secretary, etc.).

Tyne of personnel

Medical. Non-medical Technical
Professional Professional Supporting

2.1 Number of persons
working more than
20 hours per week

in the Unit. . . ... ........
(number) - (number) (number)

2.2 Numb"r cf persona
working less than
20 hours per week
in the Unit.-- ........ ....... ........

(number) (number) (number)
2.3 Average annual salary

earned for work
in the Unit.. ...... ... ...
(specify currency) (amount) (out) (amount)

2.4 Compared with two years ago, the total number of persons
working in the Unit is (check one):

larger. I

smaller. 2
about the same. 1

The Unit is less than two years old. .
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3. RADICCUCLIDES AND RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

3.1 For approximately how many years has the Unit been using
radlonuclides and radiopharmaceuticals in medical applications ?

...............
(years)

3.2 The Unit uses radionuclides produced (check one):

inside the country only. E[
outside the country only. 7

from both inside and outside the country. [a

(specify from which foreign country(ies), if any.)

3.3 About how long does it usually take to receive radionuclide
shipments after first deciding to order them ?

(time)

3.4 Compared with two years ago, is this time (check one):

longer. 

shorter. [

about the same. 

None were used two years ago. [

YES NO

3.5 In the past two years, has it ever taken much longer
than this to receive radionuclides ? 1 Dl

3.6 The Unit now most uses (check one):

commercially made radiopharmaceuticals 
ready for human use 

commercial radiopharmaceutical kits [

radiopharmaceuticals labelled and made 
in the Unit
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3.7 Two years ago, the Unit most used (check one):

commercially made radiopharmaceuticals
ready for human use

commercial radiopharmaceutical kits

radiopharmaceuticals labelled and made
in the Unit

none of the above
YES NO

3.8 Does the Unit have any standard radioactive test sources ? E m

3.9 If YES, were they commercially made ? [ :

4. MAIfEINANCE EQUIPMENT

YES NO
4.1 Is therein the Unit or Institution a special area where

nuclear instruments or parts of instruments are repaired ?

4.2 Equipment which is often used for nuclear instrument
maintenance is listed below.
If any of this equipment is available to the Unit, indicate
(by checking the appropriate box in either of the two columns)
whether it is normally located in the Unit, or located elsewhere
in the Institution.

Equipment
Available,

and located
in the Unit

pliers

screwdriver set

wrench set

level

soldering tool

desoldering equipment

hand drill

drill press

lathe

voltge stabilizer

volt-ohm-ammeter
(test meter)

digital voltmeter

a

a-

a
a
aE
El
ml

El

Available
and located
elsewhere in
the Institution

DEl

a

aE:
El
El
El
Dl

oscilloscope (5-15

oscilloscope (>15

pulse generator

MHz)

iHz)

a
a
E
El
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5. ADIMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL PROCEDURES

5.1 What amounts of local and foreign currency may the Unit
usually spend without exceptional administrative problems ?

local currency: foreign currency (specify):

.......................... ...........................
(amount) (amount)

5.2 May the Head of the Unit authorize spending of this money ? NO

5.3 About how long does it usually take to get authorization
to spend this money ?

local currency: foreign currency:

e...oe e...e ...... ... ........... .. ....

(time) (time)

5.4 Compared with two years ago, is the time it takes to get
authorization to spend this money (check one in each column):

local currency: foreign currency:

longer. Q longer. Q

shorter. D shorter. Q

about the same. about the same. 

5.5 Compared with two years ago, are the amounts of local and
foreign currency which may be spent (check one in each column):

local currency: foreign currency:

larger. 7 larger. D
smaller. 7 smaller. D

about the same. M about the same. D

5.6 Read the three procedures listed below and then rank them in
terms of the relative difficulty with administrative problems
which the Unit has with its usual source of funds.
(Assign a "1" to the most difficult and a "3" to the least
difficult)

RANKING

Ordering and receiving new nuclear instruments .......

Ordering and receiving radionuclides and radiopharmaceuticals .....

Ordering and receiving nuclear instrument maintenance service .....

5.7 Would you rank the above procedures differently for different YES NO
funding sources ?
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6. NUCLEAR INSTRUEENTATION

6.1 Please indicate below the number of cifferent types of
nuclear instruments in the Unit.

Code
letter

A

B3

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Number of
instrumentsType of instrument

Well-type scintillation counting system

Liquid scintillation counting system

Radionuclide calibrating system

Probe system for in vivo measurement

Whole-body counting system

Moving detector scintigraphic system

Gamma camera scintigraphic system

Profile scanning system

Chromatogram scanning system

6.2 For each of the three most recently acquired nuclear
instruments in the Unit, please indicate (by checking
the appropriate box) If any money has been spent for
the following items for the instrument:

Item Instrument X Instrument Y Instrument Z
(write in code letter from above)

.....

Shipping 

Installation 1

Consumable supplies (paper, ink, m
vials, etc.) _

Spare parts v 

Maintenance service 

Personnel training in
operation of the instrument I

Personnel training in
maintenance of the instrument 

... * .

a

DI

a7

1

a

DE
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7T PROCEDURES WITH RADIONUCLIDES AND RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

Please list below:

- the radionuclide procedures usually performed with the nuclear
instruments in the Unit (see attached list, next page).

- the radionuclide and radiopharmaceutical compound used, and

- the approximate number of procedures performed per year.

Please indicate which of these procedures are new procedures
being performed in the Unit since two years ago.

Radionuclide procedure

............ *..........

................... *..

......................

......... ...................................... 

........ ..-.... .......

. ...........--.. @...

..... @................

......................

......................

......................

* ...- .. *...... ..... -

......................

................. 0.....

.... ........ *-............ 

*..................

.... ........... - -....

...-- e. --. ....-. *

*.....-................

**.-.....**...................-

* .*.-......... . ...-....

eee·le·eeeee·eeeeeeeee

$eol·em·eelleese·le~!o

!ielt®!ellt·ll!111511

01,111$ llllll tlllll

®e·oee·leooleeeeeeeeee

eeeeeeeee®®eeeeeeleeel

eeleeleeee leleeeaeee

®~oe·eeeeeleeeeeeee~ee

eeeeel·eeeeeeeeeeeel·

e·eee·eeeeee·eleeeeeee

eeeeeeeeeeeeeee·e·ee·

eeee·eee·e·®eele®®®ele

e**eeee··ee·ee·eoeteoe

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

eeeeeeleleeleeeee·eeee

eeleellee·ee·eeeoeeeee

eee·eeeeeee·e·eeeeeeee

ee·e·eeeeeele·eaeeeee*

eeeeeeeeeeeeee·eeeelee

eeleeeeeeleeeleeee·ee®

Radionuclide and
radi opharmaceuti cal
compound used

...................

...................

.................

.eeleeeele..* . -..

*..................

.............. *...
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per year

...........

..................... *

...........

...........

...........

...........

...........

...........

.. +........

...........

...........

...........
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...........
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...........

...........
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LIST OF PROCEDURES WITH RADIONUCLIDES AND RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Thyroid uptake
Thyroid imaging
Parathyroid imaging
Adrenal imaging
Endocrine System in vitro assay procedure

HEMATOPOIETIC, RETICULOENDOTHELTAL AND LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

Bone marrow imaging
Blood or plasma volume
Red cell mass determination
Red cell survival study
Red cell splenic and/or hepatic sequestration
Radioiron distribution and utilization
Vitamin B-12, folio acid serum or human hepatitis antigen

in vitro assay procedure
Spleen imaging
Lymphatics and lymph glands imaging

GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM

Liver imaging
Liver function
Salivary gland imaging
Pancreas imaging
Vitamin B-12 absorption studies
Gastrointestinal blood loss study
Gastrointestinal protein loss
Gastrointestinal fat or fatty acid absorption study
Gastrin, intrinsic factor or carcinoembryonic antigen

in vitro assay procedure
Bowel imaging
Potassium, sodium or other electrolyte studies
Body water or extracellular fluid volume

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

Bone imaging
Joint imaging

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

Cardiac blood pool or myocardium imaging
Cardiac flow study
Vascular flow study
Venous thrombosis study
Cardiac output
Tissue clearance studies
Digoxin or digitoxin in vitro assay procedure

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Pulmonary perfusion or ventilation imaging

NERVOUS SYSTEM

Brain or cerebrospinal fluid flow imaging
Brain vascular flow
Eye tumor identification with radiophosphorous

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM

Kidney imaging
Kidney function and vascular flow
Renin or angiotensin II in vitro assay procedure
Urinary bladder residual or ureteral reflux study
Human reproductive hormone in vitro assay procedure
Placenta imaging
Placenta localization

THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES

Thyroid radionuclide therapy
Hematological radionuclide therapy
Intracavitary, interstitial or intravascular colloid

or particulate radionuclide therapy
Intra-articular radionuclide therapy
Bone or bone marrow radionuclide therapy



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

SURVEY OF NUCLEAR INSTRUMSNTATION IN MEDICAL APPLICATION

QUESTIONNAIRE PART B: IFORMATION ON NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT

1. GENERAL

1.1 Name and type of instrument .......... ........................

1.2 Manufacturer of instrument ...................................

1.3 The vendor (supplier) of the instrument was (check one):

the manufacturer (manufacturer's authorized agent) [

an agent independent of the manufacturer 

1.4 The instrument was installed by (check one):

the vendor (supplier) of the instrument [

an agent outside the Institution different from the 
vendor

personnel in the Unit or Institution 

1.5 The instrument was ordered on ........................
(month and year)

1.6 The instrument was received on ...............................
(month and year)

1.7 The instrument was placed in operation on ....................
(month and year)

1.8 The total cost (purchase, shipment and installation) of the
instrument when new was (specify currency):

(amount)

YES
1.9 Is there an instruction (operating, installation) manual 

in the Unit for this instrument ?

1.10 If YES, did it come with the instrument ? n

NO

D
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1.11 Is there a maintenance (service) manual in the Unit for
this instrument ?

1.12 If YES, did it come with the instrument ?

1.13 Does the maintenance (service) manual contain a
comprehensive parts list ?

1.14 Does the Unit have a formal contract for maintenance
service to this instrument ?

If NO, proceed to question 1.18.

1.15 If YES, is the contract between the Unit and (check one):

the vendor (supplier). 3

an agent outside the Institution
different from the vendor.

an agent in the Institution. E

1.16 Is the service provided under this contract satisfactory ?

1.17 The annual cost of this contract is ..................
(amount)

E

aY

ok

YES NO

O D

1.18 The instrument contains mostly (check one):

vacuum tubes. [

transistors. [

other solid state components. 3
1.19 Is there a stock of spare parts and consumable supplies in

the Unit or Institution for the instrument ?

If NO, proceed to Section 2.

1.20 Was this stock ordered and received at the same time as
the instrument ?

1.21 Was the vendor (supplier) of this stock the same as the
vendor of the instrument ?

1.22 Has any of this stock been used up ?

1.23 Has the used stock been replenished ?

1.24 What is the approximate value of the total stock
(specify currency): ........

YES NO

F D

F7 m

11 E

El 1

..............
(amount)
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2. INSTRUiE=T ENVIROIJNET

YES NO
2.1 Is the room where the instrument is located usually - E

cooled during hot weather ? -

If NO, proceed to question 2.4.

2.2 If YES, which method is usually used to cool.the room
(check one):

electrical fan or air cooling unit. 

air conditioning and humidity controlling unit. 

other (please specify). Q

YES NO
2.3 Is this cooling shut off when the instrument is not in use

(for example, at night, on weekends, holidays, or during Q 
long pauses between uses, etc.) ?

2.4 Is the room where the instrument is located usually
heated during cold weather ? M Q

2.5 If YES, which method is usually used to heat the room
(check one):

portable electrical heater. Q

built-in electrical heater. D
other (please specify). Q

YES NO

2.6 Are chemical, pharmaceutical, or biological preparations -
made in the same room where the instrument is located ?

2.7 Are radioactive preparations made in the same room where
the instrument is located ?

2.8 How many persons are usually present in the room where
the instrument is located ?

................

(number)
YES NO

2.9 Is the electrical mains power to the instrument shut YES 
off when not in use ? 
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TZ 1:0
2.10 Has the voltage of the electrical mains oower to the instru- a I

ment ever been monitored at any time in the past two years '[ 

2.11 Is a voltage stabilizer used to regulate the mains power to
the instrument ?

2.12 Is there more than one electrical mains power outlet in the 
room where the instrument is located ?

2.13 Does the electrical mains power outlet to which the instru- 
ment is connected have an electrical ground connection ?

2.14 Does the electrical mains power circuit to which the
instrument is connected have an (check one):

electrical fuse. [

electrical circuit breaker. ~

YES NO
2.15 Is the electrical distribution panel containing this fuse or 

circuit breaker located on the same floor as the instrument? 

2.16 Please read the following list of equipment and then
answer the question which follows:

Other nuclear instruments

Diagnostic x-ray machines

Radiotherapy machines

Centrifuges

Air-conditioning, cooling or heating equipment

Mechanical shop equipment

Cleaning equipment

Lift motors

YES NO

Is the instrument affected by operation of any of the 
above equipment ?

2.17 If YES, briefly describe below the nature of the effect:
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3. OPERATICO] AMNj rIAITENSANCE OF INST.UI.ENT

3.1 How many different persons in the Unit usually operate
the instrument ? ............

(number)

YES N1

3.2 Do any of the persons who usually operate tne instrument
have specific training in or experience with the D E
operation of this particular instrument or one like it ?

If NO, proceed to question 3.5

3.3 If YES, this training or experience is best described as
(check one):

training given by the manufacturer (manufacturer's
authorized agent) or the vendor (supplier) of the 
Instrument.

training given by the agent independent of either ]
the manufacturer or the vendor

personal experience gained by working with the 
instrument.

3.4 This training or experience was first obtained (check one):

before E
after ]

the instrument was installed in the Unit.
YES NO

3.5 Do any additional persons in the Unit also operate the 
instrument only occasionally ? 

3.6 Do any of the above persons indicated in questions 3.1 and m 
3.5 also operate other nuclear instruments in the Unit ?

3.7 What personnel usually check and test the performance of
the instrument (check one or more):

personnel in the Unit who usually 
operate the instrument.

other personnel in the Unit. D

personnel outside the Unit. E
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3.5 If either "personnel in the Unit who usually
oDerate the instrument"

or "other personnel in the Unit"

are checked, indicate which type of personnel:

medical professional. J]
non-medical professional. [

technical supporting. Q

3.9 If "personnel outside the Unit" is checked, indicate below
where this personnel are located (check one):

in the Institution where the instrument is 
located.

elsewhere in the city where the instrument is.

elsewhere in the country. [

outside the country. 
(specify from which foreign country) ............

3.10 Indicate which of the following best represents
this "personnel outside the Unit" (check one):

the manufacturer (manufacturer's authorized
agent) or the vendor (supplier) of the instrument. 

an agent independent of either the manufacturer
or the vendor.

YES NO

3.11 Does the Unit have any radioactive test sources for m 
checking and testing the instrument ?

3.12 How often is the instrument checked or tested ?

3.13 Rank the following in the order in which they have
usually been capable of giving maintenance and repair
service to the instrument during the past two years.
(Assign a "1" to the most satisfactory, a "2" to the
next most satisfactory, etc.) RANKING

personnel in the Unit who usually operate the instrument. .......

personnel in the Unit who usually maintain the instrument. .......

other personnel in the Unit. .......

personnel outside the Unit. .......

If "personnel in the Unit who usually operate or maintain
the instrument" is given a ranking of "1", proceed to
question 3.17.
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3.1A If "other rersonnel in the Unit" is given a ranking of "1",
indicate below which type of personnel (check one):

medical professional. l

non-medical professional, 0

technical supporting. [

3.15 If "personnel outside the Unit" is given a ranking of "1",
indicate below where this personnel are located (check one):

in the Institution where the instrument is located.[,

elsewhere in the city where the instrument is. [

elsewhere in the country. a
outside the country. 1
(specify from which foreign country

.......... ·........

3.16 Indicate which of the following best represents
this "personnel outside the Unit "heck one):

the manufacturer (manufacturer's authorized agent) i
or the vendor (supplier) of the instrument.

an agent independent of either the manufacturer I-
or the vendor,

3.17 What typical length of time must be allowed between
recuesting and receiving maintenance and repair service '

(time)

4. OPINTION

Please give your opinion of how satisfactorily the instrument
has been maintained during the past two years (check one):

completely satisfactorily. 0

satisfactorily. [

unsatisfactorily, .

completely unsatisfactorily. 

PART B: DATE COMPLETED

(day, month, year)
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(C) INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGYAGENCY SURVEY OF NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION IN MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
Instrument Monthly Operation Report

For the month of .............................................. 19.... Name of Unit . ...................................... Instrument ...................................................

Date of Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

7

8

9

10

11
Hour -- -------------------

Day 1 _ _ _ _
2

3
PM

4

5

6

Night

Number of Samples or
Patients studied this day

For each hour of the day and for each night, record one of the following codes which describe the principal status of the inst

1 instrument is in use
leave
blank personnel who'operate the instrument are not available (weekend, holiday, pause, etc )

| ] failure of electrical mains power
CODES

D | radioactive preparations are not available

| j supplies for instrument are not available (paper, ink, film, counting vials, etc.)

'J maintenance or repair of instrument is required (complete an Instrument Inoperation and Maintenance Report)

N 105 (Jul 77)

rument during that hour or night:



() INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGYAGENCY SURVEY OF NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION IN MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
Instrument Inoperation and Maintenance Report

Name of Unit.... ...................................... .. .............. Instrument .....................................................

[l Report of new inoperation, or [ Correction to previous report

Dates inoperative from ......... ....................... 19. ..

to ................................... 19.....

Type of Inoperation
(check all which apply)

D electrical

D mechanical

[ corrosion

DF radioactive contamination

O - . ........................... ....
O ... .......... ...........................
D ......................................

Cause of Inoperation
(check all which apply)

D_ mains power failure

LI instrument power supply failure

LI detector failure

_11 electronic component failure

D_ readout device failure

D_ mechanical component failure

[D operator error

D not known

.. ..............................................

Maintenance Action Taken
(check all which apply)

LI replace part(s)

D repair part(s)

D clean or lubricate part(s)

D recalibrate or readjust

]J redesign, rebuild or modify

D temporary repair

D replace instrument

D no action taken

....
Maintenance Action Taken Principally By
(check only one):

L[ medical professional personnel in Unit

-I- non-medical profession personnel in Unit

j technical supporting personnel in Unit

[ personnel elsewhere in the Institution

[_ personnel elsewhere in the city

L- personnel elsewhere in the country

[ personnel outside the country

(specify country ......................... .........................................

Specify If Action Taken By
(check only one)'

L manufacturer (manufacturer's authorized agent)
or vendor (supplier) of the instrument

a an agent independent of either the manufacturer or the vendor

Brief description of inoperation and maintenance problem and solution:

Cost of Inoperation and Maintenance Problem (give only direct material and labour costs and currencies): ................... ..............................................................
(amount)

N-104 (Jul 77)



Annex III. Data concerning participating Units deduced from Questionnaires A and B and Monthly Report Forms*)
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Annex III. Data concerning participating Units deduced from Questionnaires A and B and Monthly Report Forms (Cont.1)
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y 8 - =
- - - m

n 14 - m
n 90 - =
y 360 - =
n 14 -
n 7 14=
- 60 - -

n 7 - m

7- - m

y 75 -
n 30 - m
n 30 - m
n 2 -=

4 ot
2 ms
4 -
6 ms
2 -

9 ms
2 ms
2 ms
1 -
7 -
8 ms
6 ot
5 -

11 su
6 ms
4 -

12 ms
3 ms
6 -
2 ot

6
1
7
10
1
22
5
7
2
6
24
11
4
14
10
7
11
4
17
4

0
1
0
1

2

2

2
6

1
2

0
0
2
0

2 1183
0 200000R
0 2325
0 3193
0 950
2 9937R
0 2220
0 3300R
0 -
0 712
2 5310
0 6300R
0
1 2350
1 5651R
0
1 4904
0 550
1 9250R
1 622

3
2
3
5
2
8
2
2
1
1
8
5

6
6
3
8
3
6

3
2
3
2
0
1
0
2
0
1
2
4

4
2
3
3
1
0

0
0
0
2
1
7
2
0
1
0
6
1

1 1 1
2 2 1
2 14 5
1 19 3
1 1 1
7 32 3
1 1 1
6 23 9
0 0 0
2 3 3

11 176 14
5 179 23

9 67 7
0 0 0
8 8 2
3 239 19
0 0 0
2 74 24

2
4
0
4

2
6

2 0 2 0 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27



Annex III. Data concerning participating Units deduced from Questionnaires A and B and Monthly Report Forms (Cont.2)

Personnel Radionuclides HMaintenance Admin./Finance Instro Procedures Instruments Breakdowns
c u a f d d w t t h delay r Quest.At n t n p Quest.B n d ~
o n g r e e o o e se aauthor. a t 1 o e h u s an a a u u u
u i e o 1 1 r o soau nmon a t n w e ma tu g g m r n
n t >20 h <20 h m wl i d k I t u d t k at u s a u r bm a l m s e e b a a
t u hv tv e s s r hforeign ia m t 1 m a e p n eb u e t v
r n ee iel h cmo nl b b p r Idner 5 5 r i
y i r rmra o e ar local j t e3 e e tr v Y y o

M N T M N T t e y e y y p U I sy . r r s s n
INDO 1 7 0 - 0 10 i 10 y n nny y - -= 5 -16 0 1 - 4 1 3 5 28 5

021 31 -319 i 30 y n nnn y 7 - I 4 sp 7 3 1 1080 4 1 3 10 139 33
03 2 2 3 2 -- 12i 1 4 y - nnn y - - 3 -- 12 0 0 3275R 3 2 0 2 12 3
04 3 4 0 0 0 0 3 b 7 n n nny - - 5 - 8 0 0 - 3 3 0 10 10 2
05 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 b 90 n n nn y y - -= 3 ms 3 0 0 2130R 3 3 0 1 52 11
06 1 4 - 2- - i - n n n n y n 45 -m 5 - 9 0 1 - 3 1 2 2 64 14
07 7 15 16 0 0 0 15 b 28 n y y n y y 90 365 1 17 - 22 3 2 12620R 11 3 7 14 57 4
08 2 1 2 0 0 0 6 i 7 n n n y n 5 - 7 2 1 - 3 1 2 0 0 0
09 1 2 1 0 0 31 - n n nyy y -- 4 in 3 0 0 400 4 4 0 2 29 5
10--- 1 11 1 i 180 - n - y y 1 -- 2 ot 1 0 0 100 1 1 0 0 0 0
11 1 10000 1 15 n n n n y y 4 -= 4 ot 2 0 0 165 3 2 1 1 54 15
12 1 2 - 0 0 - 10 i 7 n n y n n n 7 75= 8 sp 9 0 1 1250 6 5 1 1 103 17
13 - 7 - 1 1 - 3 b 120 y y n y y y 18180 180 = 4 ms 4 4 0 220 4 2 2 4 148 24
14 4 35 20 0 0 0 18 b 75 y y y n y y 30 90 = 16 sp 21 9 1 2809 14 3 11 8 412 19
15 2 5 12 0 0 0 17 b 2 1 y y n y - n 1 90 = 11 mt 24 3 4 1381 3 1 2 6 299 64
16 1 0 0 000 9 i1 45 n n y n y y 30 - - 5 - 13 0 4 527 3 0 3 2 312 86
17 0 1 2 3 0 7 1 60 n ynn - 14 -- 3 mt 4 2 0 307 3 2 1 1105 33
18 1 1 1- - 7 i 20 y n n y y y 1 - 3 ms 1 0 0 300 2 0 2 1 2 1
19 3 6 2 7 00 14 b 35 y n y n y n 1 60= 7 su 11 0 1 1460 - - - -

20 3 2 2 0 0 0 9 i1 30 y n n n y y 180 -= 7ot 10 0 1 3795 - - -

21 1 1 3 2 i 2 1 y n y ny y y - - 5 ms 6 0 1 333 - - - - - -

22 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 i 14 - n n y y 1 - 2 - 1 0 0 200 - - - - - -

23 9 1 22--- 7 i 20 an y n y y n 30 -m I ms 2 0 1 74 1 0 1 0 0 0
24 0 00110 1 i - n - - - - = 1 - 1 0 0 300 - - - - - -

25 1 1 1 000 10 1 28 n n nyy y 7 225 = 4 ot 5 1 1 1670 - - - -

26 1 - 1--- - 10 i 30 n n - y - - - 1 - 2 0 1 53 - - - -

27 1 1 1 - 1 1 3 i 15 y n n ny - -- 3 - 7 4 1 625 2 2 0 1 54 2
1~ 2 3,L 01 21 41 6 71 92 1 2 32 S22

Ut

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 -27



Annex III. Data concerning participating Units deduced from Questionnaires A and B anu Monthly Report Forms (Cont.3)

Personnel Radionuclides Maintenance Admin./Finance Instr. Procedures Instruments Breakdowns
c u a f d d w t t h delay r Quest.A t n t n p Quest.B n d %
o n g r e e o e se a author. a t 1 o e h u s a n a a u u u
u i e o 1 r o s oa u n mon a t n w e m a t u g m r n
n t /20 h <20 h m w i d k 1 c ud t k a t au r bmaimse e b a a
t u hv t v e s r hforeign ia m t 1 m a e p n eb u e t v
r n e iel h cmo nl b b p r 1 dne r 5 5 r i
y i r r mr a o ea r local t e 3 e e t r v Y Y o

M N T M N T t e y y y p U I sy · .r r _ s . . . n
IND28 - 21 21 - 0 0 3 b 30 y y nyy y 1 270 = 6 sp 8 5 0 206

29 4 1 3 O 1 2 15 i 14 n y y y y y 28 77 = 12 - 11 2 0 5630
30 0 1 5 O O O 19 i 45 n - n y n y 10 10 - 2 - -

31 - 2 1 - 3 2 20 b 21 - y y y y n 30 180 - 4 ms 2 0 0 - NO
32 3 5 2 O O 0 22 b - y y ny y n 7 -1 8 ot 19 4 2 3393 QUESTIONNAIRES B
33 1 2 -- - 3 14 n n n n y n 60 - 4 - 5 0 0 - RECEIVED
34 3 1 3 - - 4 i 17 y y n y y y 1 1 m 7 - 4 1 0 1550R
35 0 0 2 0 1 1 i 60 n n nn y y 28 - 1 4 ms 3 0 0 450R
36 6 1 9 O 0 2 10 i 28 n n y y y y 28 -= 4 mt 8 0 0 1930
37 1 1 3 1 00 7 1 60 n n n n y n - -= 5 - 11 2 0 650
38 1 6 3 3 0 0 21 b 17 n n n yy y 1 1 = 10 ot 8 4 1 806_

I 2 3 4 b / B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 1B 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

Annex III. Legends. Column numbers are given at the bottom of each table page.
given in [ ]. A "-" in the table means that no explicit answer was given.

Question numbers of Questionnaire A are

column 2 Number identifying the Unit

columns 3,4 Number of medical professional (M), non medical professional (N), and technical supporting (T) personnel
working more than 20 hours (>20) and less than 20 hours (<20) per week [2.1, 2.2]

column 5 Number of years the Unit was using radionuclides [3.1]

column 6 Production used Radionuclides inside (i), outside (o), or both inside and outside the country (b) [3.2]

column 7 Number of days to receive radionuclides after placing a new order [3.3]

column 8 Excessive delay in receiving radionuclides in the past two years reported (y) or not (n) [3.5]



column 9 Special maintenance workshop available (y) or not available (n) in the Unit or Institution [4.1]

column 10 More than half of the first eleven items of maintenance equipment available in the Unit (y) or not (n);
more than half of the remainder of those first eleven items available elsewhere in the Institution (y) or
not (n) [4.2.1

column 11 Radioactive test sources available (y) or not available (n) in the Unit [3.8]

column 12 Head of the Unit authorized to spend limited amounts of money (y) or not (n) [5.2]

columns 13,14 Number of days to get authorization to spend this money in local and foreign currency, respectively [5.3]

column 15 Ordering and receiving nuclear instrument maintenance service ranked "most difficult" (m), "least
difficult" (1), or other (=) in comparison to ordering and receiving new instruments or radio nuclides and

radiopharmaceuticals [5.6]

column 16 Total number of nuclear instruments in the Unit according to Questionnaire A [6.1]

column 17 At least shipping and installation (in), supplies (su), spare parts (sp), maintenance service (ms),
operator training (ot), maintenance training (mt) included in the order of at least one of the three
instruments acquired last before the survey [6.2]

columns 18-20 Number of all, new and therapeutic procedures performed by the Unit [7]

column 21 Number of patients and samples handled per year according to Questionnaire A [7]. A "R" behind this number
indicates that more than 25% of it was contributed by radioimmunoassay and other in-vitro procedures.

column 22 Number of instruments for which Questionnaire B was completed and which were included in data treatment

column 23 Number of instruments which were received less than 5 years (560 months) before November 1977

column 24 Number of instruments which were received more than 5 years before November 1977. The sum of the numbers
of instruments given in columns 23 and 24 is smaller than the number given in column 22, when the age of

one or more instruments was not reported.

column 25 Total number of instrument breakdowns experienced by the unit during the survey

column 26 Total number of inoperative-instrument survey days

column 27 Mean instrument unavailability expressed in percent of survey duration



Annex IV. Number of applications of nuclear medicine procedures*)

Procedures Country BGD MAT PAK PHI SIN SRL THA IND TOTAL
No. units 3 1 5 18 6 2 20 38 93

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Thyroid uptake 2 2000 1 2200 5 12946 1212] 10789 1 426 2 1500 11[2] 11873 29[5] 17159 63[ 9] 58893
Thyroid imaging 1 1000 1 2100 5 4937 12[2] 10204 1 244 2 650 13121 10895 19[6] 8299 54[10] 38329
Parathyroid imaging
Adrenal imaging
Endocrine System in vitro assay proced. 2 850 1 7100 2 543 10[2] 8974 3 25360 1 4000 7 11523 9[2] 9270 35[ 4] 67620

HEMATOPOIETIC, RETICULOENDOTHELIAL AND
LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

Bone marrow imaging 111] 26 1 1 2[ 11 27
Blood or plasma volume 1 345 2[1] 77 4 189 1 80 1 15 4 250 8[2] 584 21[ 3] 1540
Red cell mass determination 1 25 111] 2 1 86 3 90 7[1] 313 131 2] 516
Red cell survival study 1 125 212] 85 1 2 1 59 1 10 5 149 6[4] 238 17[ 6] 668
Red cell splenic and/or hepatic sequest. 1 15 0[1] 1 5 4 75 311] 108 9[ 2] 203
Radioiron distribution and utilization 11 200 011] 011] 1 28 4 265 1 10 7[ 2] 503
Vitamin B-12, folic acid serum or humanl
hepatitis antig. in vitro assay proced.l 50 2 88 1 31 500 1 3000 4 200 10 3841

Spleen imaging 1 105 3[1] 161 4[2] 402 1 1 411] 176 512] 133 181 6] 980
Lymphatics and lymph glands imaging 1[11 2 1 20 1 50 3[ 11 72

GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM

Liver imaging 2 1300 1 1360 4[11 3228 11[2] 3748 1 1170 2 55 1312] 8609 18[6] 4442 52[111 23912
Liver function studies 2 1532 2 215 2 650 3[1] 452 91 1] 2849
Salivary gland imaging
Pancreas imaging 1 235 0[2] 1 2 1 50 3[ 2] 287
Vitamin B-12 absorption studies 1 25 1 15 1 50 5[21 54 8[ 2] 144
Gastrointestinil blood loss study 1 50 1 50
Gastrointestinal fat or fatty acid
absorption study

Gastrin, intrinsic factor or carcino-
embryonic antig. in vitro assay proced. 1[11 35 1 1500 2[ 1] 1535

Bowel imaging |
Potassium, sodium, other electrolyte stud. 1 20 1 20
Body water or extracellular fluid volume 1 465 1 40 2 505



Annex IV. Number of applications of nuclear medicine procedures (Cont.l)

Procedures Country BGD HAL PAK PHI SIN SRL THA IND TOTAL
No. units 3 1 5 18 6 2 20 38 93

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

Bone imaging 1 230 4[1] 67 4 203 6 67 613] 541 21[ 41 1108
Joint imaging 1 20 1[1] 24 2[ 1] 44

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

Cardiac blood pool or myocardium imag 3 134 4 599 1 1 5 96 3[1] 41 16[ 1] 871
Cardiac flow study 3 91 111] 100 41 1] 191
Vascular flow study 1 500 1 500
Venous thrombosis study
Cardiac output 2 267 1 10 0[1] 3[ 1] 277
Tissue clearance studies 1 10 1 10
Digoxin or digitoxin in vitro assay pro ed. 1 5 2 329 111) 50 4[ 1] 384

_-- .,, _ . . A. ....... , ......
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

o\
" Pulmonary perfusion or ventilation imag Lng I 144 4 137 336 1 39 1 6 6[1] 92 1 70 18[ 1] 824

NERVOUS SYSTEM

Brain or cerebrospinal fluid flow imag. 2 900 1 390 4 1355 8[2] 2572 1 8 1113] 3787 1313] 3392 40[ 81 12404
Brain vascular flow 1 205 3 774 1 392 1 25 2 405 1 150 9 1951
Eye tumor identification with radiophosp. 1 1 1 1

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM

Kidney imaging 2 500 1 85 5 991 812] 646 1 6 1 100 8[1] 620 12131 1189 38f 6] 4137
Kidney function and vascular flow 2 600 1 1130 4 711 411] 273 6 1185 13[4] 1595 30[ 5] 5494
Renin or angiotensin II in vitro assay
procedures 3 184 1 1 1 300 1 50 6 535

Urinary bladder residual or ureteral
reflux study

Human reproductive hormone in vitro assay
procedures 1 0 1 600 1 1700 3 2310

Placenta imaging 1 405 1 2 3[1] 174 6 429 2 45 13[ 1) 1055
Placenta localization 1 4 1 501 1 0 3 64



Annex IV. Number of applications of nuclear medicine procedures (Cont.2)

Procedures Country BGD MAL PAK PHI SIN SRL TTA IND TOTAL
No. units 3 1 5 18 6 2 20 38 93

THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES

Thyroid radionuclide therapy 2 170 8 357 1 183 1 50 7 778 1513] 617 34[3] 2155
Hematological radionuclide therapy 4 116 1 2 1 2 4 13 10 133
Intracavitary, interstitial or intravascular
colloid or particulate radionuclide therapy 2 100 2 14 3 21 1[1) 2 8(11 137
Intra-articular radionuclide therapy
Bone or bone marrow radionuclide therapy 1 1 1 1

MISCELLANEOUS

Morphine in vitro assay procedure 1 60000 1 200000 2 260000
Others 1 15 1 15

Total 7525 16359 27604 41411 88099 7831 258577 49689 497095

O\ )

The figures on the right of each column give the total number of times the procedures were performed in a particular country.
The figures on the extreme left give the number of units in which the counted procedures were performed. The number of units
performing the procedure but which did not give the number of times it was performed is given in brackets.



Annex V. Summary of replies from Questionnaire B

O\

Group 7 count. India
No. of answers No. of answers
in % of 211 in % of 80

Ques. NO NO
No. YES NO ANSW YES NO ANSW
1.03 Was the vendor (supplier) of the instrument a) the manufacturer

(manufacturer's authorized agent)? 82 7 961 4
b) an agent independent of manufacturer? ll 0

1.04 Was the instrument installed by a) the vendor (supplier) of the instrument? 60 84
b) an agent outside the institution

different from the vendor? 9 10 1 6
c) personnel in the Unit or Institution? 22 9

1.09 Is there an instruction (operating,installation) manual for this instrument in the Unit? 90 4 7 95 4 1
1.10 If YES, did it come with the instrument? 88 2 10 91 3 6
1.11 Is there a maintenance (service) manual for this instrument in the Unit? 70 21 9 71 25 4
1.12 If YES did it come with the instrument? 65 5 30 68 3 29
1.13 Does the maintenance (service) manual contain a comprehensive parts list? 53 20 27 61 18 21
1.14 Does the Unit have a formal contract for maintenance service to this instrument? 11 76 13 26 70 4
1.15 If YES, is the contract between the Unit and a) the vendor (supplier)?

b) an agent outside the Institution
different from the vendor?

c) an agent in the Institution?
1.16 Is the service provided under this contract satisfactory?
1.18 Does the instrument contain mostly a) vacuum tubes? 1025

b) transistors? 54 14 55 3
c) other solid state components? 221

1.19 Is there a stock of spare parts and consumable supplies for the instrument in the Unit
or Institution? 27 64 8 24 74 3

1.20 Was this stock ordered and received at the same time as the instrument? 17 11 72 10 13 78
1.21 Was the vendor (supplier) of this stock the same as the vendor of the instrument? 26 2 72 21 3 76
2.01 Is the room where the instrument is located usually cooled during hot weather? 91 1 8 94 5 1
2.02 If YES, is this cooling by a) an electric fan or air cooling unit? 16 13

b) an air conditioning and humidity controlling unit? 70 9 81 6
c) other means? 5 0

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3



Annex V. Summary of replies from Questionnaire B (Cont.l)

0\
0\

Group 7 count. India
No. of answers No. of answers
in % of 211 in % of 80

Ques. NO NO
No. _YES NO ANSW YES NO ANSW
2.03 Is this cooling switched off when the instrument is not in use (e.g. night,

weekends, holidays etc.)? 55 36 9 84 8 9
2.06 Are chemical pharmaceutical, or biological preparations made in the room

housing the instrument? 10 83 7 1 98 1
2.07 Are radioactive preparations made in the same room where the instrument is located? 14 79 7 1 98 1
2.08 How many persons are usuallly present in the instrument's room? One? 17 

Two? 37 11 39 1
Three? 21 28
Four or more? 13 25

2.09 Is the electric mains power to the instrument switched off when not in use? 71 19 10 84 14 3
2.10 Has the voltage of the electric mains power to the instrument ever been monitored

in the past two years? 54 36 10 81 15 4
2.11 Is a voltage stabilizer used to regulate the mains power to the instrument? 40 49 11 53 46 1
2.13 Does the mains power outlet to which instrument is connected have an electrical

ground connection? 80 11 9 94 5 1
2.16 Is the instrument affected by operation of other equipment used in the hospital? 13 78 9 8 89 4
3.01 How many different persons in the Unit usually operate the instrument? One? 14 10

Two? 38 39
Three? 21 7 2 3
Four or more? 20 25j

3.02 Do any of the persons who operate the instrument have specific training or experience
in the operation of this particular instrument or one like it? 91 1 8 91 8 1

3.03 If YES, has this training been given by a) the manufacturer or vendor? 10\ 15
b) an independent agent? 15 9 18 9

If YES, has this experience been gained by working with the instrument? 65 588
3.04 Was this training or experience obtained a) before the instalation of the instrument? 263 47)

b) after the installation of the instrument? 64 9 44 9
3.05 Do additional persons in the Unit also operate the instrument occasionally? 57 34 9 38 55 8



Annex V. Summary of replies from Questionnaire B (Cont.2)

0\

Group 7 count. India
No. of answers No. of answers
in % of 211 in % of 80

Ques. NO NO
No. YES NO ANSW YES NO ANSW
3.07 What personel usually check and test the performance of the instrument?

a) Personnel in the Unit who usually operate it? 26 67 7 16 83 1
b) Other personnel in the Unit? More than one 61 32 7 74 25 1
c) Personnel outside the Unit? may be checked. 74 19 7 70 29 1

3.08 Are the personnel in the Unit mentioned in 3.7 a) of medical profession? 12 82 7 29 63 9
b) of non-medical profession? 49 45 7 60 31 9
c) technical supporting personnel? 47 46 7 34 58 9

3.09 Are the personnel outside the Unit mentioned in 3.7 located
a) in the Institution where instrument is located? 1311
b) elsewhere in the city where the instrument is? 16 11
c) elsewhere in the country? 0.5 67 1 76
d) outside the country? 3J 

3.10 Are the personnel outside the Unit mentioned in 3.7 a) the manufacturer/vendor? 291 19)
b) an independent agent? 5 66 10 71

3.11 Does the Unit have any radioactive test source for the instrument? 79 8 13 58 40 3
3.12 Is the instrument checked a) every 1 - 4 days? 22 33

b) every week? 12 27
c) every 2 weeks? 3 16 9 15
d) every month? 20 11
e) occasionally? 12 

3.13 Rank the following in order of satisfaction about service (maintenance and repair) Rank Rank
giving a "1" to the most satisfactory and a "4" to the least satisfactory. 1 2 3 4 NA 2 3 4 NA

a) Personnel in Unit who usually operate instrument 11 29 1 1 56 19 20 5 5 51
b) Personnel in the Unit who usually maintain instrument 21 16 6 2 55 29 14 6 0 51
c) Other personnel in the Unit 6 13 12 7 62 1 5 1 9 84
d) Personnel outside the Unit 57 5 0 6 32 46 8 3 0 44

3.14 If "other personnel in Unit" was ranked "1" were they a) of the medical profession? O0
b) of the non-medical profession? 13 82 O 99
c) of the technical supporting

personnel? 5 



Annex V. Suimnary of replies from Questionnaire B (Cont.3)

Group 7 count. India
No. of answers No. of answers
in % of 211 in % of 80

Ques. NO NO
No. YES NO ANSW YES NO ANSW

3.15 If personnel outside Unit was ranked "1", were they to be found
a) in the Institution? 11 1
b) elsewhere in the city? 36 3
c) elsewhere in the country? 9 39 5 55
d) outside the country? 4 O

3.16 Are the personnel outside Unit a) the manufacturer or vendor? 451 38
b) an independent agent? 43 9 54

4.00 Was the instrument in the past two years maintained a) completely satisfactorily? 17 30
b) satisfactorily? 50 49
c) unsatisfactorily? 21 9 18 1
d) completely unsatisfactorily? 4 3

0\
00



Annex VI. Data on instrument inoperation cases lasting longer than 15 working

days *

Instr. Duration Repair Reason for

type (days) action by long duration

SPS

ALS

DPS

MWS

ALS

MWS

RCA

GCA

ALS

GCA

RCA

AWS

AWS

MWS

SCA

GCA

SCA

RCA

SPS

SCA

DPS

DPS

GCA

GCA

ALS

ALS

SPS

SPS

SCA

78

136

36

33

43

129

47

129

T

A

T

T

T

NS

T

T A

129(since 1975) A

43 A

156(since 1975) A

Waiting for institution maintenance people to come

Waiting for electrolytical capacitor

Waiting for institution maintenance people to come

Waiting for institution maintenance people to come

Waiting for spares

Waiting for spares

Not specified

Crystal cracked, after replacement image not

uniform

Waiting for spares

GCA oscilloscope, lack of technical know-how

Sent to factory

Not specified

Waiting for spares

8)

Not specified

Not specified (recalibration)

Repeating failure of helipot of oscilloscope

26

77

53

27

98

64

142

156

37

23

19

17

156

145

28

25

27

134

NS

T

(since Jan.

NS

NS

(3 periods)

T

T

T

I TT

T

T

T

1976

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

Red tape, lack of technical know-how Unit does not

Red tape, lack of technical know-how want to renew

Red tape, lack of technical know-how instruments.

Informed maintenance department

Informed maintenance department

Rather long repair

Re-occuring failure which agent cannot solve

Re-occuring failure which agent cannot solve

Waiting for spares

Rather long repair, 4 failures

HV problem, waiting spares and lack of technical

know-how.

Lack of technical know-how manufacturers agent

(damages caused during installation)

69



Annex VI. Data on instrument inoperation cases lasting longer than 15 working

days (Cont.l)

Instr. Duration Repair Reason for

type (days) action by long duration

AWS 79 A Crystal to be replaced

ALS 52 A Not specified

SCA 22 A Waiting for spares

AWS 26 T Rather long repair

DPS 24 A 30-Volt power supply broken down

SPS 29 A Not specified

DPS 26 A Readout device (recorder?)

ALS 52 A Chain drive repair, amplifier repair, PM adjusted

SCA 52 A Intermittent binary scaler failure

SCA 28 A Worm wheel worn out, waiting for new one to be made

SCA 24 T A Detector and readout device failure

MWS 54 A Waiting for people to come, but duplicate instrument

available

RCA 103 A Send to manufacturer

MIS 129 T A Waiting for GM tube

DPS 156 NS Spare part not obtainable, detectors mismatched

DPS 156(14 months) A Sent to manufacturer (14 months ago)

SCA 25 T Power supply transistors replaced

SCA 27 NS Power supply transformers waiting for replacement

SCA 38 A Sent to manufacturer for modification

DPS 46 A Recorder not functioning t waiting for outside

DPS 53 A Recorder not functioning personnel to come

SCA 25 A Broken screw replaced (manufactured locally)

SCA 16 T Transistor of printing circuit replaced, motor device

realigned

SCA 182 A Scan motor broken down, not repairable

DPS 156(2 years)NS EHT, no equivalent of transistor obtainable

SCA 156(2 years) A EHT, detector. Repairman came from abroad, but two

i__ days later the instrument broke down again

*) T Technical personnel of the Unit or the Institute

A Technical personnel of the manufacturers' Agent

NS Technical personnel not specified

70
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